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A. Gardarin, Physical Chemistry and Ecotoxicology of Contaminated Agrosystem Soils, Thiverval Grignon, France
Weed science : analysing their life-cycle, their biology, their ecology, accounting for their diversity using concepts from ecology, modelling their dynamics, analysing and modelling their interactions with soil, climate and cropping systems; spatial dynamics of plants (weeds and feral oilseed rape) in agroecosystems (agronomical and landscape ecology approaches, metapopulation models), intercropping (mainly plant establishment and early growth in cereal-legume intercrops, effects on weed control); forage quality in grasslands with a strong ecological approach (functional ecology, plant traits, community ecology, effects of management regimes); biological regulations in plurispecific cropping systems. The originality of my background lies in the fact that I use concepts and methods from ecology to address agronomical questions.
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Availability, Stability and Environment. 1) Agricultural systems, 2) Systems modelling, 3) Agricultural value chains, 4) Climate risk Assessment and management, 5) Societal impact of science, 6) Sustainable agricultural practices, 7) Food security and stability, 8) Food systems 9) Land and food, 10) Productive landscapes
D. Moot, Lincoln University Department of Agricultural Sciences, Christchurch, New Zealand
C. Nendel, Leibniz Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research, Muencheberg, Germany
soil and crop modeling; climate change adaptation; soil organic matter mineralisation; C and N cycling in agro-ecosystems; yield assessment and regionalization
S.I. Nilsson, Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, Uppsala, Sweden
J.E. Olesen, International Centre for Research in Organic Food Systems, Viborg, Denmark
M. Pagliai, Research Centre for Soil Science and Agrobiology, Firenze, Italy
M. Quemada, Polytechnic University of Madrid Superior Technical School of Agricultural Engineering Food Science and Biosystems, Madrid, Spain
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A. Rashid, Pakistan Academy of Sciences, Islamabad, Pakistan
soil fertility; Plant nutrition; Micronutrients; Boron; Zinc; Phosphorus; Soil nutrient balances; Soil fertility mapping; Agronomic biofortification; Soil Testing; Plant Analysis
P. Reidsma, Wageningen University, Wageningen, Netherlands
Climate change; Adaptation; Resilience; Integrated assessment; Yield gap analysis; Farming systems; Bio-economic farm modelling; Sustainable development
D.P. Rondanini, University of Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina
W.A.H. Rossing, Wageningen University, Wageningen, Netherlands
farming systems, crop-pest interactions, farm-landscape interactions, systems analysis and simulation, innovation.
M.C. Rufino, Lancaster Environment Centre, Lancaster, United Kingdom
G. Russell, The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom
R. Savin, University of Lleida, Lleida, Spain
Cereals (non-rice); Crop physiology; Grain quality; Abiotic stresses; Nitrogen use efficiency; Field crops (mainly wheat, barley, maize and sunflower)
J. Schellberg, University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany
H.W. Scherer, Institute of Plant Nutrition, Bonn, Germany
U. Schmidhalter, Technical University of Munich Chair of Plant Nutrition, Freising, Germany
J. Shrestha, Nepal Agricultural Research Council, Kathmandu, Nepal
G.A. Slafer, University of Lleida, Lleida, Spain
Wheat; Barley; Cereals; Crop-Physiology; Yield; Yield components; Water use efficiency; Nitrogen use efficiency; trait useful for breeding.
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F. Tao, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
E. Triboi, National Research Institute for Agriculture Food and Environment Clermont-Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Center, Clermont Ferrand, France
N. Vignozzi, Research Centre for Soil Science and Agrobiology, Firenze, Italy
Plant-Soil relationships; Tillage and soil management

D. Wallach, Agroecology Innovation Territories, Castanet Tolosan Cedex, France
C. Watson, Scotland’s Rural College Crop and Soil Systems Research Group, Aberdeen, United Kingdom
J. Wery, Montpellier SupAgro, Montpellier, France

B. Wollenweber, Aarhus Universitet Institut for Agrookologi - Flakkebjerg, Slagelse, Denmark
P.J. Zarco-Tejada, University of Melbourne Faculty of Veterinary and Agricultural Sciences, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
Hyperspectral remote sensing, stress detection, manned and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV RPAS), thermal, water stress, nutrient stress, radiative transfer

X. Zhang, Institute of Genetics and Developmental Biology Center for Agricultural Resources Research, Shijiazhuang, China
Agro-meteorology; Crop-water relationship; Crop root growth and soil water use; Deficit irrigation scheduling; Cultivars characters related to drought resistance; Improving crop water use efficiency
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Abbreviations
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Follow internationally accepted rules and conventions: use the international system of units (SI). If other units are mentioned, please give their equivalent in SI. Abbreviate units of measure only when used with numerals.
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**Math formulae**

Present simple formulae in the line of normal text where possible. In principle, variables are to be presented in italics.

Number consecutively any equations that have to be displayed separate from the text (if referred to explicitly in the text).

Subscripts and superscripts should be clear.

Greek letters and other non-Roman or handwritten symbols should be explained in the margin where they are first used. Take special care to show clearly the difference between zero (0) and the letter O, and between one (1) and the letter l.
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Footnotes should be used sparingly. Number them consecutively throughout the article. Many word processors build footnotes into the text, and this feature may be used. Should this not be the case, indicate the position of footnotes in the text and present the footnotes themselves separately at the end of the article.
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- Preferred fonts: Arial (or Helvetica), Times New Roman (or Times), Symbol, Courier.
- Number the illustrations according to their sequence in the text.
- Use a logical naming convention for your artwork files.
- Indicate per figure if it is a single, 1.5 or 2-column fitting image.
- For Word submissions only, you may still provide figures and their captions, and tables within a single file at the revision stage.
- Please note that individual figure files larger than 10 MB must be provided in separate source files.

A detailed guide on electronic artwork is available.

**You are urged to visit this site; some excerpts from the detailed information are given here.**

**Formats**
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- Submit graphics that are disproportionately large for the content.
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Please make sure that artwork files are in an acceptable format (TIFF (or JPEG), EPS (or PDF), or MS Office files) and with the correct resolution. If, together with your accepted article, you submit usable color figures then Elsevier will ensure, at no additional charge, that these figures will appear in color online (e.g., ScienceDirect and other sites) regardless of whether or not these illustrations are reproduced in color in the printed version. **For color reproduction in print, you will receive information regarding the costs from Elsevier after receipt of your accepted article.** Please indicate your preference for color: in print or online only. **Further information on the preparation of electronic artwork.**

Figure captions
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